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ABSTRACT

We present a new approach for finding matchings in dense graphs

by building on Szemerédi’s celebrated Regularity Lemma. This al-

lows us to obtain non-trivial albeit slight improvements over long-

standing bounds for matchings in streaming and dynamic graphs.

In particular, we establish the following results for n-vertex graphs:

(i) A deterministic single-pass streaming algorithm that finds a

(1 − o(1))-approximate matching in o(n2) bits of space. This consti-
tutes the first single-pass algorithm for this problem in sublinear

space that improves over the
1/2-approximation of the greedy algo-

rithm.

(ii) A randomized fully dynamic algorithm that with high probabil-

ity maintains a (1 − o(1))-approximate matching in o(n) worst-case
update time per each edge insertion or deletion. The algorithm

works even against an adaptive adversary. This is the first o(n)
update-time dynamic algorithm with approximation guarantee ar-

bitrarily close to one.

Given the use of regularity lemma, the improvement obtained

by our algorithms over trivial bounds is only by some (log∗ n)Θ(1)

factor. Nevertheless, in each case, they show that the “right” answer

to the problem is not what is dictated by the previous bounds.

Finally, in the streamingmodel, we also present a randomized (1−

o(1))-approximation algorithm whose space can be upper bounded

by the density of certain Ruzsa-Szemerédi (RS) graphs. While RS

graphs by now have been used extensively to prove streaming lower
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bounds, ours is the first to use them as an upper bound tool for

desigining improved streaming algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Given a graph G = (V , E), a matching M in G is any collection of

edges that share no endpoints. Finding maximum matchings has

been a cornerstone of algorithm design starting from the work of

König [64] over a century ago. Nevertheless, many fundamental

questions regarding the complexity of this problem have remained

unresolved, specifically in modern models of computations such as

streaming or dynamic graphs. Indeed, in both mentioned models,

despite significant attention, there has been no improvement in

certain key cases over longstanding barriers that have remained in

place since the introduction of the model itself.

In this paper, we make an ever so slight improvement over these

barriers, showing that the right answer to the problem must be

different than what is dictated by prior bounds. Our results combine

tools from extremal combinatorics, primarily Szemerédi’s Regu-

larity Lemma [80] and its extensions, with multiple ideas (old and

new) tailored to each model specifically. To put our results in more

context, we start with the history of the problem in each model

separately.
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Graph Streaming. In this model, edges of an n-vertex graph

appear one by one in a stream in an arbitrary order. The algorithm

can read the edges in the arrival order while using a limited memory

smaller than the input size, and output the solution at the end of

the stream. The holy grail of algorithms here is a one that uses

O(n · polylog(n)) memory and a single pass over the stream. The

study of graph streaming algorithms were initiated by Feigenbaum

et al. [43] who already observed that there is a straightforward

1/2-approximation algorithm for matching in O(n logn) space1:
greedily maintain a maximal matching in the stream. They further

proved that finding an exact maximum matching requires Ω(n2)
space, which matches the trivial algorithm that stores the entire

input via its adjacency matrix.

Almost two decades since [43], there are still no better algorithms

for matchings than these two straightforward solutions. On the

lower bound front, a series of work by Goel et al. [50] and Kapralov

[59] culminated in a recent work of Kapralov [60] that rules out

better than 1/(1 + ln 2) ≈ 0.59 approximation in n1+o(1/log logn)

space. This lack of progress has led researchers to consider various

relaxations of the problem, in particular by allowing a few more

passes over the input (e.g., in [9, 44, 58, 66–68]) or assuming random

arrival of edges in the stream (e.g., in [10, 11, 25, 42, 67])
2
. At this

point, beating 1/2-approximation factor of the greedy algorithm in

O(n · polylog(n)) space, or even much larger than that, has become

one of the most central open questions of the graph streaming

literature; see, e.g., [44, 60, 67, 71, 82] for various references to this

question.

(Fully) Dynamic Graphs. In this model, we have an n-vertex
graph that undergoes an arbitrary sequence of edge insertions and

deletions. The goal is to maintain the solution to the problem, say

an approximate maximum matching of the graph, with a quick

update time per each insertion or deletion. Dynamic algorithms for

matchings were studied first in this model by Ivkovic and Lloyd

[57] in 1993 and continue to be a highly active area of research (see,

e.g. [8, 19, 20, 22–24, 26, 27, 29–33, 37, 52, 53, 63, 72, 73, 76, 78, 83]

and references therein).

There is a folklore algorithm that for any ε > 0, maintains a

(1 − ε)-approximate matching in O(n/ε2) (amortized) update time:

Assume inductively that we have a (1− ε/2)-approximate matching

M of the current graph; (i) for the next (ε/2) · |M | updates do

nothing and returnM still as the answer; after that, (ii) compute a

(1−ε/2)-approximate matching of the current graph inO(m/ε) time

using the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [56] wherem is the number of

edges in the graph and repeat from step (i). Sincem = O(n · |M |)
in any graph with maximum matching size bounded by O(|M |),
the amortized update time will be O(n/ε2), and the correctness can

be easily verified. This algorithm can also be deamortized using

standard batching ideas.

For sparser graphs, this folklore algorithmwas improved byGupta

and Peng [53] to achieve an O(
√
m/ε2) update time wherem de-

notes the (dynamic) number of edges. Faster algorithms are only

1
Throughout, we always measure the space of streaming algorithms in bits.

2
See the papers of Feldman and Szarf [44] and Assadi and Behnezhad [11], respectively,

for the state of the art in each case, and more details on previous work on each

relaxation.

known for smaller approximations between 1/2 and 2/3 which

can respectively be maintained in O(1) [79] (see also [19]) and

O(
√
n) update-times [29]. See also a recent result of [23] for update-

time/approximation trade-offs between 1/2 and 2/3, and the recent

breakthroughs of [21, 34] in beating 1/2-approximation in polylog-

arithmic time for estimating size of maximum matching. Yet, for

the original (1 − ε)-approximation question, raised e.g. in [53], an

O(n) update time still remains a barrier in general.

1.1 Our Contributions
We present the first algorithms that beat the aforementioned barri-

ers for finding matchings in streaming and dynamic graphs with

non-trivial albeit quite small factors:

Result 1 (Formalized in Theorem 3). There is a random-
ized (1 − o(1))-approximate matching algorithm in single-pass
streamswith adversarial order of edge arrivals inn2/(log∗ n)Ω(1)

space and polynomial time.

This is the firsto(n2)-space algorithm formatchings in adversarial-

order streams with better than 1/2-approximation guarantee. In

fact, it was not known previously how to achieve a (1 − o(1))-
approximation in o(n2) space even on random-arrival streams and

even if we allow any constant number passes over the input (see [1,

2, 13, 17, 46, 70] for representative examples of multi-pass streaming

matching algorithms
3
). Moreover, combined with the lower bound

of Ω(n2) space by [43] for computing exact matchings, Result 1

shows the first provable separation between the space complexity

of computing nearly-optimal versus exact-optimal matchings in

single-pass streams.

Result 2 (Formalized in Theorem 2). There is a randomized
(1 − o(1))-approximate matching algorithm in fully dynamic
graphs against an adaptive adversary with n/(log∗ n)Ω(1) worst
case update time.

This is the first algorithm for matchings in fully dynamic graphs

that achieves o(n) update time for all densities with close to one

approximation guarantee (this was not known before even for

oblivious adversaries).

The key idea behind both these results is to maintain a match-
ing cover—introduced by Goel et al. [50] in spirit of cut/spectral

sparsifiers—that is a “sparse” subgraph which approximately pre-

serve matchings in each induced subgraph of the input graph. We

present a polynomial time algorithm for constructing o(n2)-size
matching covers using Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma [80] and

along the way extend them to general graphs ([50] only proves

their existence and for bipartite graphs). We then show this new

construction can be maintained in streaming and dynamic graphs

using several new ideas combined with standard tools from prior

work specific to each model. We elaborate more on our techniques

in Section 2.

We also present a third result specific to the graph streaming

model. All previous lower bounds for approximating matchings in

3
The state-of-the-art is the Oε (n1+1/p )-space O (p/ε )-pass algorithm by Ahn and

Guha [2] and Oε (n · polylog(n))-space poly(1/ε )-pass by Fischer et al. [46] (see also

algorithms by Assadi et al. [13] and Assadi et al. [17] with improved bounds for

bipartite graphs).
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graph streams in a single pass [14, 50, 59, 60], multi-pass [9, 18, 38],

or random-order streams [11] rely on constructions based on Ruzsa-

Szemerédi (RS) graphs [77]. These are graphs whose edges can

be partitioned into “large” induced matchings (see Section 3.3 for

details). We present a converse approach by developing a streaming

algorithm for matchings whose space can be upper bounded by the

density of (certain) RS graphs. In particular,

Result 3. (Formalized in Theorem 4)For any k ⩾ 1, there is
a randomized (1 − o(1))-approximate matching algorithm in
single-pass streams with adversarial order of edge arrivals in(

n2/k + RS(n,o(n/k))
)
· polylog (k)

space and exponential time; here, RS(n, r ) denotes the largest
number of edges in any n-vertex graph whose edges can be par-
titioned into induced matchings of size r . The algorithm can be
made deterministic if the goal is an additive o(n) approximation
instead.

Result 3 builds on and generalize the RS graph based communi-

cation protocol of Goel et al. [50] to the streaming model (and from

bipartite to general graphs).

To put this result in more context, notice that RS graphs are

naturally becoming denser and denser by reducing the size of their

induced matchings
4
, leading to a tradeoff between the two terms

in the space guarantee of Result 3. Unfortunately, proving tight

bounds on the density of RS graphs is a notoriously difficult prob-

lem in combinatorics (see, e.g., [40, 48, 51]). As such, the space

complexity of the algorithm in Result 3 as purely a function of n
is not clear at this point. However, using Result 3 combined with

Fox’s triangle-removal lemma [47] that, to our knowledge, provides

the best approach currently for bounding density of RS graphs with

o(n)-size induced matchings, we can obtain the following result:

• A corollary of Result 3 (Formalized in Corollary 6.6). There
is a deterministic (1 − o(1))-approximate matching algorithm in

single-pass streams with adversarial order of edge arrivals using

n2/2Θ(log
∗ n)

space and exponential time.

This corollary improves upon our algorithm in Result 1 based

on the regularity lemma in terms of approximation ratio and being

deterministic at the cost of taking exponential time. Moreover, by a

result of Goel et al. [50] on lower bounds for streaming matching

via RS graphs, obtaining streaming algorithms with better space

complexity than this corollary, namely, beating n2 by more than

a 2
Θ(log∗ n)

factor, immediately implies improved RS graph upper

bounds; in other words, improving upon our algorithm at the
very least requires proving better RS graph upper bounds
than currently known bounds (see [49] for why this can be

challenging).

Finally, given the current state of knowledge about RS graphs

(see [6, 48]), it is possible that the space of the algorithm in Result 3

can be improved to n2/2Θ(
√
logn)

—thus more than any polylog(n)
factor shaving in the space over n2—assuming that the currently

best construction of dense RS graphs in [77] (see also [6]) with

induced matchings of size n/2Θ(
√
logn)

cannot be improved sub-

stantially to larger induced matching sizes.

4
Any (simple) graph can be seen as an RS graph with induced matchings of size one.

In conclusion, our paper shows that these longstanding barriers

in computing large matchings in streaming and dynamic graphs

can at least be broken by some non-trivial albeit quite small factors.

Moreover, these algorithms rely on techniques and ideas that are

vastly different from prior approaches used in these two models.

We hope our work paves the path toward further progress on these

longstanding open questions.

2 TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
Matching sparsifiers, which loosely speaking, are sparse subgraphs

that approximately preserve the maximum matching have long

been known to be an important tool for fully dynamic and (vari-

ants of) streaming algorithms. Some prominent examples include

edge-degree constrained subgraphs (EDCS) [28, 29] and its gener-

alizations [12, 23], kernels [8, 26, 30, 31], and matching skeletons

[50]. One of our main contributions, and the key to both Result 1

and Result 2, is a new matching sparsifier based on Szemerédi’s

Regularity Lemma.

Our matching sparsifier, more strongly, is a matching cover—à la
Goel et al. [50]—which not only preserves an approximate maxi-
mum matching of the graph, but rather “covers” smaller matchings

of it as well. Let us formalize this. For a given graph G, we write
µ(G) to denote the maximum matching size ofG , and writeG[A,B]
to denote the bipartite subgraph ofG between some disjoint vertex

subsets A,B. We say a subgraph H of G is an α-matching cover
for α ∈ (0, 1) if for any disjoint subsets of vertices (A,B) in G,
µ(H [A,B]) ⩾ µ(G[A,B]) − α · n. That is, H preserves the largest

matching in the induced bipartite subgraphG[A,B] to within an ad-

ditive α · n factor. While from an information theoretic perspective,

existence of an o(n2)-edge o(1)-matching cover for bipartite graphs

was proved in the original paper of Goel et al. [50], it was not known

up until now whether one can find such matching covers efficiently,

say in polynomial time. Note that this is specially important, for

instance, for applications in dynamic algorithms where the goal is

to optimize the update time.

In this paper, we prove that there is an Õ(nω )-time
5
offline al-

gorithm that computes an o(n2)-edge o(1)-matching cover of any

n-vertex graph (not necessarily bipartite). Our algorithm builds on

Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma (and its algorithmic version due to

Alon et al. [5]). We first explain how our offline algorithm for obtain-

ing a matching cover works, and then outline its use in obtaining

improved dynamic matching and streaming algorithms.

2.1 Matching Covers via Regularity Lemma
Roughly speaking, Szemerédi’s regularity lemma [80] says that the

vertices of any graph can be partitioned into a small irregular part
C0 with |C0 | = o(n), plus k other equal-size parts C1, . . . ,Ck for

some k ∈ [ω(1), logn]. The latter k parts have the property that

all but o(1)-fraction of the Ci ,Cj pairs are regular: for any pair of

subsets X ⊆ Ci ,Y ⊆ Cj with large enough size, the edge density

between X ,Y is similar to that of Ci ,Cj . Therefore, if the edges

5
Here and throughout,ω ≈ 2.37286 is thematrix multiplication exponent with current

best bounds achieved by Alman and Williams [3].
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betweenCi ,Cj are dense to start with, the density will also be high

between every large enough X ⊆ Ci ,Y ⊆ Cj pair.

It is not difficult to see that by regularity, any large matching

between a dense regular pair Ci ,Cj can be mostly preserved if we

subsample edges between them at a sufficiently high rate p = o(1).
In particular, the subsampled graph will be a matching cover of

the graph induced by edges between the regular pair Ci ,Cj . This

suggests a natural strategy for building an o(1)-matching cover

with o(n2) edges: subsample the edges between dense regularCi ,Cj
pairs at rate p = o(1) and take all other edges. We would like to

show that this is an α-matching cover for some α = o(1).

This idea runs into the following problem. Suppose we have an

(αn)-size matching M whose edges are evenly distributed across

all

(k
2

)
pairs ofCi ,Cj , then the number of edges ofM between each

Ci ,Cj pair is only O(α · n/k2). This means that only an O(α/k)
fraction of vertices in Ci ,Cj are matched to each other – this is

unfortunately way too small to invoke the regularity property.

We get around this issue by first focusing on solving an α -hitting
set problem: find one edge between endpoints of any (αn)-size
matching – we will show later on using a similar argument as

in [50] that this is sufficient for obtaining an α-matching cover.

Now to fix our problem about an (αn)-size matching whose edges

are distributed across many pairs, we present a strategy for consoli-
dating the support of a matching over different pairs. This consoli-

dation argument shows that whenever there is a large matchingM
between dense regular Ci ,Cj pairs, there must also exist another

(almost as) large matchingM ′ that is supported on the same set of

vertices V (M) but only uses edges between a small number of such

Ci ,Cj pairs. As a result, there must exist one pair of Ci ,Cj where a

substantial fraction of vertices are matched to each other, to which

we are now able to apply regularity to prove the existence of an

edge between them in the subsampled graph (which solves our α-
hitting set problem). At a high level, our argument for consolidating

the support of the matching is proved by (i) viewing the matching

M as a fractionalmatching in a meta graph obtained by contracting

eachCi into a supernode; and (ii) rounding the fractional matching

by an edge sampling process.

All in all, using the algorithm of [5] for finding the regular-

ity lemma partition in Õ(nω ) time, and a direct sampling algo-

rithm between dense regular pairs, this step gives us an Õ(nω ) time

and Õ(n) space algorithm for finding an α-matching cover of size

n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1) for some α = 1/(log∗ n)Ω(1).

2.2 Applications of Matching Cover
A fully dynamic matching algorithm. The matching cover

algorithm above is offline. But observe that since the algorithm

takes Õ(nω ) = n3−Ω(1) time, the time spent per edge in a dense

instance is sublinear in n. This gives hope that perhaps such a

matching cover can be maintained in o(n) time, and indeed we

show this to be the case.

Our algorithm roughly proceeds by re-computing ano(1)-matching

cover every Θ̃(nω−1) updates, and then using the O(
√
m)-update

time data structure by Gupta and Peng [53] to maintain a nearly

optimal matching in the matching cover through the subsequent

Θ̃(nω−1) updates. Since the matching cover only has o(n2) edges,
we immediately get an update time of o(n) for the Gupta-Peng algo-
rithm. To argue the correctness, we show that the matching cover

found by our offline algorithm has the additional feature that it is

robust to edge updates: not only is it an o(1)-matching cover of the

graph at the time we compute it, but it remains an o(1)-matching

cover throughout any arbitrary sequence of n2−o(1) updates. This
suffices to show that our algorithm can dynamically maintain an

approximate matching with an additive error o(n).

When the number of edges is close to n2, this additive approx-
imation becomes a (1 − o(1))-multiplicative approximation, since

the maximum matching size is itself Ω(n). On the other hand, when

the number of edges is o(n2), directly applying the Gupta-Peng

data structure gives us a nearly-optimal matching in o(n) update
time. Our final algorithm then balances the dense and the sparse

regimes together to maintain a (1 − o(1))-approximate matching in

o(n) update time.

Streaming algorithms. Our streaming algorithm in Result 1

is also based on using matching covers as a natural sparsifier for

matchings. The algorithmworks through a series of buffers of edges

B1,B2, . . . ,. The first buffer B1 reads the edges from the input until

it gets “full”, i.e., receives some o(n2) edges (which is some constant

factor larger than the size of our matching cover). At that point

we compute a matching cover of the edges in the buffer using an

offline/non-streaming algorithm and send its edges to the buffer B2;
then, we “restart” B1 by emptying all its current edges and letting it

collect more edges from the stream. The same approach is repeated

across all other buffers as well. The number of these buffers can

be bounded as only a constant fraction of edges in one buffer can

make their way to the next one, eventually reaching a buffer that

never gets full. This also implies that fewer edges will be be further

“sparsified” in each matching cover, thus the error occurred due to

the approximation guarantee of the matching cover does not get

amplified “too much”. Thus, using this algorithm along with our

matching cover algorithm for regularity lemma, leads to an o(n2)-
space (1− o(1))-approximation algorithm for single-pass streaming

matchings.

The strategywe outlined aboveworks for any choice of matching

cover (as long as we can compute it in a small space offline). Thus,

we can alternatively implement the matching cover subroutine

by simply enumerating all subgraphs of the input (in exponential

time) and the optimal one. An argument due to Goel et al. [50]—

extended in our paper to general graphs—shows that density of

optimal matching covers can be bounded by the density of certain

RS graphs. To obtain Result 3, we also need to turn the additive ap-

proximation guarantee of the matching cover into a multiplicative

bound. This is done using vertex-sparsification methods of Assadi

et al. [16] and Chitnis et al. [39] (as specified in [15]) that reduce

the number of vertices in the graph down to its maximummatching

size without reducing the matching size by much. This turns the

additive guarantee of the matching cover into a multiplicative one,

giving us Result 3 as well.

Finally, one key step in making the above algorithms work is to

store the o(n2) edges they have in the buffers more efficiently than
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spendingΘ(logn) bits per each (which is prohibitive for us given the
extremely small improvement in the space the algorithms get over

the trivial O(n2) bound). This is done by storing the edges via the

succinct dynamic dictionary of Raman and Rao [75] (see Section 3.4)

and then performing all the computation in this compressed space

instead.

3 PRELIMINARIES
Notation. For any integer t ⩾ s ⩾ 1, we let [t] := {1, . . . , t} and
let [s, t] = {s, . . . , t}. We use the term with high probability, abbre-

viated w.h.p., to imply probability at least 1− 1/nc for any desirably
large constant c ⩾ 1 (that might affect the hidden constants in our

statements).

For a graph G = (V , E), we use V (G) = V to denote the set of

vertices and E(G) = E to denote the edges. For any subsets of edges

F ⊆ E and disjoint subsets of vertices X ,Y ⊆ V , we use X (F ) and
Y (F ) to denote the edges of F incident onX andY , respectively, and
F (X ,Y ) to denote the edges of F going between X and Y . Similarly,

we use G[X ] and G[X ,Y ] to respectively denote the subgraph of

G induced on vertices X , and the bipartite subgraph of G between

verticesX andY . For any p ∈ [0, 1], we useG[p] to denote a random
subgraph of G that includes each edge of G independently with

probability p.

For any graphG , µ(G) denotes the size of the maximummatching

in G. We have,

Fact 3.1. Any graph G has at most 2n · µ(G) edges.

The proof of Fact 3.1 is simply based on picking an arbitrary

edge of the graph and adding to a matching, removing at most 2n
edges incident on this edge, and repeating until the graph is empty.

We will also need the following version of Hall’s theorem.

Proposition 3.2 (Extended Hall’s marriage theorem; cf. [54]). Let
G = (L,R, E) be any bipartite graph with |L| = |R | = n. Then
max(|A| − |NG (A)|) = n − µ(G), where A ranges over all subsets
of L and R, and NG (A) denotes the neighbors of A in G.

3.1 Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma
Szemerédi’s Regularity Lemma [80] is a powerful tool in extremal

combinatorics. Loosely speaking, it says that every dense graph

can be well-approximated by a “small” collection of random-like

subgraphs. To formally state the lemma, we need a few definitions.

Let G = (V , E) be any given graph, and A,B ⊆ V be any disjoint

vertex subsets. We write e(A,B) to denote the number of edges

between A,B. If A,B , ∅, we define the density of edges between

A and B by:

d(A,B) :=
e(A,B)

|A| |B |
.

For a parameter γ ∈ (0, 1), we say (A,B) is γ -regular if for every
X ⊆ A and Y ⊆ B satisfying |X | ⩾ γ · |A| and |Y | ⩾ γ · |B |, we have
|d(A,B) − d(X ,Y )| < γ .

Let C0,C1, . . . ,Ck be a partition of the vertex set V . We say this

partition is equitable if the classes C1, . . . ,Ck all have the same

size. We will call C0 the exceptional class. We say this partition

is γ -regular if both of the following statements are true:

(1) It is equitable and |C0 | ⩽ γn.

(2) All but at most γ
(k
2

)
of the pairs Ci ,Cj for 1 ⩽ i < j ⩽ k are

γ -regular.

Instead of the original formulation of Szemerédi’s Regularity

Lemma in [80], we state an algorithmic version of it due to Alon

et al. [5].

Proposition 3.3 ([5]). There exists a function Q : R+ × R+ → R+

satisfying log∗Q(x,y) ⩽ poly(x,y) for all x,y, such that, given any
n-vertex graph G = (V , E) and γ ∈ (0, 1), t ⩾ 1, one can find in
nω ·Q(t, 1/γ ) time a γ -regular partition of V into k + 1 classes such
that t ⩽ k ⩽ Q(t, 1/γ ).

The algorithm in Proposition 3.3 can also be implemented in a

space-efficient manner (which is needed for our streaming algo-

rithms). The proof is deferred to the full version.

Proposition 3.4. Given query access to the adjacency matrix, the al-
gorithm in Proposition 3.3 can be implemented inO(n ·Q(t, 1/γ ) logn)
space and poly(n,Q(t, 1/γ )) time.

3.2 Fox’s Triangle Removal Lemma
Similar to the Regularity Lemma, the Triangle Removal Lemma is

another highly useful tool in extremal combinatorics.While original

proofs of this lemma were based on the regularity lemma, Fox [47]

presented a proof that bypasses regularity lemma and thus obtains

stronger bounds. We will use this result also in one of our streaming

algorithms.

Proposition 3.5 ([47]). There exists an absolute constant b > 1 such
that the following is true. For any γ ∈ (0, 1) let δ := δ (γ ) be inverse of
the tower of twos of height b · log (1/γ ), i.e., δ−1 = 2 ⇈ b · log (1/γ ).
Then, any n-vertex graph with at most δ · n3 triangles can be made
triangle-free by removing at most γ · n2 edges.

3.3 Ruzsa-Szemerédi Graphs
A matchingM in a graph G is called an induced matching iff the

subgraph of G induced on vertices of M only contains the edges

of M itself; in other words, there are no other edges between the

vertices of this matching.

Definition 3.6. For integers r , t ⩾ 1, a graph G = (V , E) is called
an (r , t)-Ruzsa-Szemerédi graph (RS graph for short) iff its edge-set E
can be partitioned into t induced matchingsM1, . . . ,Mt , each of size
r . For any integer n ⩾ 1 and parameter β ∈ (0, 1/2), we use RS(n, β)
to denote the maximum number of edges in any n-vertex RS graph
with induced matchings of size β · n.

RS graphs have been extensively studied as they arise naturally in

property testing, PCP constructions, additive combinatorics, stream-

ing algorithms, graph sparsification, etc. (see, e.g., [4, 6, 7, 12, 35,

45, 49, 50, 55, 61, 81]). In particular, a line of work initiated by Goel

et al. [50] have used different constructions of these graphs to prove

communication complexity and streaming lower bounds for graph

streaming algorithms [11, 14, 16, 18, 38, 41, 50, 59, 60, 65]. In this
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work however, we shall use them as an upper bound tool. The only

other upper bound application of these graphs in a similar con-

text that we are aware of is the communication protocols of [50]:

they show that to obtain a one-way communication protocol for

ε ·n-additive approximation of matchings, roughlyO(RS(n, ε)) com-

munication is sufficient and also necessary.

We establish a simple property of the RS(n, β) function in Defi-

nition 3.6 that relates density of different RS graphs with similar

parameters (see full version for the proof).

Claim 3.7. For any integer n ⩾ 1 and real 0 < β < 1, RS(2n, 3β) ⩽
O(1) · RS(n, β).

3.4 Succinct Dynamic Dictionaries
We need to use succinct dynamic dictionaries from prior work

in [36, 74, 75]. For concreteness, we use the construction of [75]

although the other ones work as fine also for us.

Proposition 3.8 (c.f. [75]). There exists a dynamic data structure
D for maintaining a subset S of size at most s from a universe U of
size u that supports the following operations:

• D. insert(a): Inserts an element a ∈ U to the set S ;

• D. member(a): Returns whether the given element a ∈ U be-
longs toU or not;

The data structure requires (1 + o(1)) · log
(u
s
)
bits of space to store

S and answers each query in O(1) amortized expected time or O(s)
worst-case deterministic time.

4 A MATCHING COVER VIA REGULARITY
LEMMA

In this section, we give a polynomial time algorithm for constructing

anmatching cover of size o(n2). We use the algorithm of this section

both in the streaming model and the dynamic model. Most of the

proofs in this section are deferred to the full version.

Let us start by formally defining matching covers.

Definition 4.1 ([50]). A subgraph H of an n-vertex graph G is an
α-matching cover ofG if for any disjoint subsets of vertices (A,B) in
G, we have µ(H [A,B]) ⩾ µ(G[A,B]) − α · n.

The following theorem is our main result of this section.

Theorem 1. Given anyn-vertex graphG , for someα = (log∗ n)−Ω(1),
there is an O(nω logn) time algorithm, which is formalized below as
Algorithm 1, for finding an α-matching cover H of G with at most
n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1) edges.

Even though existence of o(n2) size o(1)-matching covers for

bipartite graphs was already proved by Goel et al. [50], it was

not known whether it is possible to find one in polynomial time

(nor whether they also exist for general, not necessarily bipartite,

graphs).

4.1 First Step: A Hitting Set Argument
In this section, we give an algorithm for finding an α-hitting set,
defined below. We later show in Section 4.2 that this can be turned

into a matching cover.

Definition 4.2. A subgraphH of ann-vertex graphG is an α -hitting
set of G if for any disjoint subsets of vertices (A,B) in G satisfying
|A| = |B | = αn and µ(G[A,B]) = αn, there is at least one edge
between A and B in H .

The following lemma is our main guarantee of this section.

Lemma4.3. Given anyn-vertex graphG , for someα = (log∗ n)−Ω(1),
there is an O(nω logn) time algorithm, formalized below as Algo-
rithm 1, for finding anα -hitting setH ofG with atmostn2/(log∗ n)Ω(1)

edges.

It is not hard to see that Algorithm 1 outputs a subgraph with

O(γn2) = o(n2) edges, since essentially the dense parts of the de-

composition are subsampled and there are ‘few’ other edges in the

graph. The following claim formalizes this.

Claim 4.4. The output F of Algorithm 1, w.h.p., has at most O(γn2)
edges.

The harder part of the proof, is to show that the sparse subgraph

returned by Algorithm 1 is indeed a matching cover. We continue

with the following claim.

Claim4.5. W.h.p., it holds for allX ⊆ Ci ,Y ⊆ Cj such that (Ci ,Cj ) a
good pair, |X | ⩾ γ |Ci |, and |Y | ⩾ γ |Cj | that |F3(X ,Y )| > n2/log6 n.

Next, we prove the following lemma on consolidating the support
of an arbitrary fractional matching so that each non-zero variable

takes a sufficiently large value.

Algorithm 1. The construction of the matching cover for

Theorem 1.

Let t ← (log∗ n)δ , γ ← (log∗ n)−δ for some constant δ ∈ (0, 1)
such that Q(t, 1/γ ) ⩽ logn.

(i) Run the algorithm in Proposition 3.3 to obtain a γ -

regular partition C0, . . . ,Ck with t = (log∗ n)δ ⩽ k ⩽
Q(t, 1/γ ) ⩽ logn.

(ii) Let (Ci ,Cj ) for i , j. We say (Ci ,Cj ) is good if (i) i, j , 0,

(ii) it is γ -regular, and (iii) d(Ci ,Cj ) ⩾ 8γ . Otherwise, we
say (Ci ,Cj ) is bad.

(iii) Let F ⊆ E be a subset of edges obtained by F := F1∪F2∪F3
where

(a) F1 contains the edges between the bad pairs; i.e. F1 :=⋃
bad Ci ,Cj E ∩ (Ci ×Cj ).

(b) F2 contains the edges within each class; i.e. F2 :=⋃
0⩽i⩽k E ∩ (Ci ×Ci ).

(c) F3 is obtained by sampling the edges between

good pairs with probability p := 10

logn ; i.e. F3 =⋃
good Ci ,Cj (E ∩ (Ci ×Cj ))[p].

(iv) Return F .
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Lemma 4.6. Let x be any fractional matching (not necessarily in the
matching polytope). For any ε ∈ (0, 1], there is a fractional matching
y such that all the following hold:

(1) For any vertex v , yv ⩽ xv , where here yv :=
∑
e ∋v ye and

xv :=
∑
e ∋v xe .

(2) supp(y) ⊆ supp(x). That is, if ye > 0 for some edge e , then
xe > 0.

(3) For any edge e , either ye = 0 or ye ⩾ ε3
12 ln(1/ε ) .

(4) |y| ⩾ |x| − 2εn, where here |y| :=
∑
e ye and |x| :=

∑
e xe .

We are now ready to prove that Algorithm 1 returns a o(1)-
matching-cover w.h.p.

Lemma 4.7. The output of Algorithm 1 is, w.h.p., an α-hitting set
of G for α = Θ((γ log(1/γ ))1/3) = (log∗ n)−Ω(1).

4.2 Second Step: From Hitting Set to Matching
Cover

We now prove that any subgraph satisfying the hitting set require-

ment (Definition 4.2) is also a matching cover (Definition 4.1). This

will follow from Hall’s theorem (Proposition 3.2), and the proof

similar to that of Lemma 9.3 in [50].

Lemma 4.8 (From Hitting Set to Matching Cover). Let G = (V , E)
be any graph that is not necessarily bipartite. Then any subgraph H
of G that is an α-hitting set is also an α-matching cover of G.

We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. The output of Algorithm 1 being an o(1)-
hitting set was proved in Lemma 4.7. By Lemma 4.8, the output

subgraph is an o(1)-matching cover. This matching cover having

at most O(γn2) = n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1) edges was proved in Claim 4.4.

Finally, the running time follows from the algorithm of Proposi-

tion 3.3 for finding the regularity decomposition, and the fact that

Q(t, 1/γ ) ⩽ logn in Algorithm 1. □

5 A FULLY DYNAMIC ALGORITHM VIA
MATCHING COVERS

In this section, we show that the matching cover of Section 4 can

be used to prove the following result in the fully dynamic model.

Theorem 2. There is a randomized, fully dynamic algorithm that
maintains with high probability a (1 − o(1))-approximate matching
under (possibly adversarial) edge updates. The algorithm has initial-
ization time O(nω logn) and worst-case update time n/(log∗ n)Ω(1).

We start by giving an overview of our algorithm.We first describe

a strategy that enables us to maintain an approximate matching

with additive error o(n), and latter explain how to make the approx-

imation guarantee multiplicative. We re-compute an o(1)-matching

cover of the current graph every Θ(nω−1 log2 n) updates, and then

pretend as if the matching cover is the entire graph, and use the

O(
√
m) update-time algorithm of Gupta and Peng [53], stated below

as Proposition 5.1, to maintain a nearly optimal matching.

Algorithm 2. A fully dynamic algorithm for Theorem 2.

Input: An n-vertex fully dynamic graphG subject to edge inser-

tions and deletions.

Output: A (dynamically changing) (1 − ε)-approximate maxi-

mum of G.

Parameters: We set t , γ , δ as in Algorithm 1, and set ε ←

10(log∗ n)−δ/64.

Sparse regime:

(1) Whenever the number of edges in G exceeds

n2/(log∗ n)δ/8, switch to the dense regime.

(2) Use Proposition 5.1 on the whole graph G to maintain a

(1 − ε)-approximation.

Dense regime:

(1) Whenever the number of edges in graph G falls below

n2/(2(log∗ n)δ/8), restart the algorithm of Proposition 5.1

on the whole graph G to maintain a (1 − ε)-approximate

matching of it, and switch to the sparse regime.

(2) Do the following every nω−1 log2 n updates (including

before the first update):

(a) Use Algorithm 1 to construct an o(1)-matching cover F
of the graph G in O(nω logn) time (see Theorem 1).

(b) Restart the algorithm of Proposition 5.1 for maintaining

a (1 − ε)-approximation of subgraph F .
(3) Upon insertion of an edge e , let F ← F ∪ {e} and trigger

an edge insertion to the algorithm of Proposition 5.1 we

use on F .
(4) Upon deletion of an edge e , if e ∈ F , let F ← F − {e} and

trigger an edge deletion to the algorithm of Proposition 5.1

we use on F ; otherwise ignore the deletion.

First, it is easy to see that the amortized update time of this strat-

egy is o(n), as the computation time O(nω logn) of the matching

cover gets amortized over Θ(nω−1 log2 n) updates to o(n), and the

number of edges in the matching cover is o(n2). Then to argue the

correctness, we have to show that the matching cover found by

our offline algorithm is robust to edge updates - that is, it remains

an o(1)-matching cover throughout the following Θ(nω−1 log2 n)
updates. This is indeed a feature of our offline algorithm: in par-

ticular, the number of edges between each pair of large enough

X ⊆ Ci ,Y ⊆ Cj for dense, regular Ci ,Cj pairs is Ω̃(n2), which
means that the hitting set property will be preserved as long as

≪ n2 edges have been deleted, and as a result the subgraph obtained
by our algorithm remains an o(1)-matching cover throughout the

following Θ(nω−1 log2 n) ≪ n2 updates, as desired.

To turn the additive approximation guarantee to a multiplica-

tive one, we will deal with “sparse” and “dense” regimes separately.

Specifically, when the number of edges is at most n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1),
we simply use the Gupta-Peng algorithm to maintain a (1 − ε)-

approximation in n/(log∗ n)Ω(1) update time. On the other hand,

when the graph is dense, we first use the matching cover of Theo-

rem 1 to sparsify the graphwhile preserving its maximummatching,
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then run Proposition 5.1 on this sparse graph to maintain a (1 − ε)-

approximate matching of it in n/(log∗ n)Ω(1) update-time. We also

set up a “buffer zone” in the thresholds for switching between the

two algorithms so that we do not pay the switching overhead too

often.

We now present our algorithm. Here, we only show an algo-

rithm with initialization time O(nω logn) and amortized update

time n/(log∗ n)Ω(1), which we believe suffices to demonstrate the

main idea. We defer the discussion on how to make the update time

worst-case in the full version.

Proposition 5.1 ([53]). There is a deterministic, fully dynamic al-
gorithm for maintaining a (1− ε)-approximate matching with initial-
ization timeO(m0ε

−1) and worst-case update timeO(
√
mε−2), where

m0 is the number of edges in the initial graph, andm is the maximum
number of edges in the graph throughout the updates.

Our algorithm is formally presented in Algorithm 2. We now

turn to analyze Algorithm 2. First, we prove that it has our desired

update-time via amortization. As discuss, we will later show how

the algorithm can be deamortized. The proof is deferred to the full

version.

Claim5.2. The amortized update-time of Algorithm 2 isn/(log∗ n)Ω(1).

Next, we prove that Algorithm 2maintains a (1−o(1))-approximate

matching w.h.p.

Claim 5.3. At any point, the output of Algorithm 2 is w.h.p. a (1 −
o(1))-approximate maximum matching ofG . This holds, in particular,
against an adaptive adversary that is aware of both the output and
the state of the algorithm.

Proof. For the sparse regime, this directly follows from the

correctness of Proposition 5.1 since we run it on the entire graph

G. We thus focus on the dense regime.

First, note that in the dense regime there are at least m ⩾
n2/(2(log∗ n)δ/8) edges in the graph. Observe that any n-vertex
m-edge graph has a matching of size at leastm/(2n − 1): iteratively
pick an arbitrary free edge, add it to the matching, and remove its

endpoints from the graph; each step only removes at most (2n − 1)
edges, thus the matching must have size at leastm/(2n − 1). From
this, we get that whenever the algorithm is in the dense regime,

there is a matching of size at least µ(G) ⩾ n/(4(log∗ n)δ/8) in it.

Next, we claim that at any point in the dense regime, F is an α-
matching cover ofG (Definition 4.1), where as defined in Lemma 4.7,

α =Θ((γ log(1/γ ))1/3) = Θ((log∗ n)−δ log((log∗ n)δ ))1/3)

=O((log∗ n)−δ/4).

By Lemma 4.8, to show this, it suffices to show that F is an α-hitting
set ofG (Definition 4.2) at any point in the dense regime. To see this,

observe that immediately after we call Algorithm 1, F must be an

α-hitting set ofG simply by the guarantee of Theorem 1. However,

for the next nω−1 log2 n updates until we re-run Algorithm 1, both

the graphG and F change due to the updates to the graph. Observe

that edge insertions cause no problem since any edge added will

be added to F as well. But edge deletions may cause a problem. In

particular, recall that we subsample o(1) fraction of edges of the

good pairs in Algorithm 1, and if they are all removed then we

no longer have an α-hitting set. Indeed, given that the adaptive

adversary is aware of this sampled subset, he can attempt to remove

these edges one by one. The crucial observation, here, is that right

after we call Algorithm 1, Claim 4.5 guarantees that there are w.h.p.

at least |F3(X ,Y )| ⩾ n2/log6 n subsampled edges between any two

large enough subsets X ⊆ Ci ,Y ⊆ Cj of any good pair (Ci ,Cj ).

On the other hand, our guarantee of Theorem 1 that F is an α-
hitting set only requires |F3(X ,Y )| > 0. As a result, even if the

adversary attempts to remove edges of F3 one by one within the

next nω−1 log2 n ≪ n2/log6 n updates, F3(X ,Y ) will remain non-

empty and so F remains an α-hitting set.

Moreover, since F is an α-matching cover of G, we get from

Definition 4.1, taking M⋆
to be an arbitrary maximum matching

of G and taking sets A and B to each include one endpoint of each

edge inM⋆
arbitrarily, we get that

µ(F ) ⩾ µ(F [A,B]) ⩾ µ(G[A,B]) − αn = |M⋆ | − αn = µ(G) − αn.

Putting together the bounds above, we get that at any point

during the updates in the dense regime, F includes a matching of

size at least

µ(F ) ⩾ µ(G) − αn = µ(G) −O(n/(log∗ n)δ/4) ⩾ (1 − o(1))µ(G),

where the last equality holds since µ(G) ⩾ Ω(n/(log∗ n)δ/8) as
discussed above. Running the algorithm of Proposition 5.1 on top

of this, we maintain a (1 − ε)(1 − o(1))µ(G) = (1 − o(1))µ(G) size
matching overall. □

6 SINGLE-PASS STREAMING ALGORITHMS
We prove Result 1 and Result 3 in this section. Both algorithms

rely on using matching covers iteratively in the same way and

differ primarily on how they compute matching covers and some

additional steps. Because of this, we first present and prove a generic

result that uses matching covers in a blackbox way to obtain a

streaming algorithm for finding matching covers and then extend

it separately to obtain for Result 1 and Result 3. When presenting

our results, we focus more on the correctness of our algorithms,

but defer proofs of the space usage to the full version.

6.1 A Streaming Algorithm for Matching
Covers

We present an algorithm that computes the matching cover of a

graph presented in a stream by iteratively computing matching

covers of smaller subsets of the streamwithout losing “much” on the

quality of the final matching cover. For technical reasons that will

become clear later, we need this algorithm to work for multi-graphs

as well.

Proposition 6.1. For any integer k ⩾ 1 and any α ∈ (0, 1/10), there
exists a single-pass streaming algorithm that computes an α -matching
cover of n-vertex multi-graphs with at mostm edges in space

O
(m
k
· log

(
n2 · k

m

)
+MC(n,α/2k) · log

(
n2

MC(n,α/2k)

)
· logk

)
;

here, we assume we are given a subroutine Matching-Cover that
given adjacency matrix access to any n-vertex graph withm/k edges,
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can compute an (α/2k)-matching cover withMC(n,α/2k) ⩽m/2k
edges in O((m/k) · log (n2 · k/m)) space. The streaming algorithm
requires callingMatching-Cover O(k) times and is deterministic as
long as theMatching-Cover subroutine is deterministic.

The algorithm in Proposition 6.1 is based on a novel use and

modification of the widely used “Merge and Reduce” technique in

the streaming literature (used previously e.g., for quantile estima-

tion [62, 69] or cut/spectral sparsifiers [71]). We give a high level

overview of the algorithm here and present the formal description

in Algorithm 3.

The algorithmmaintains t := O(logk) different buffersB1, . . . ,Bt
of edges throughout the stream (all these buffers store their edges

using the succinct dynamic dictionary of Proposition 3.8 to save

space). Buffer B1 simply starts reading edges from the stream un-

til it collects m/k edges; it will then use the (offline) subroutine

Matching-Cover over these edges with parameter α ′ = α/2k to

obtain an α ′-matching cover of the subgraph of input on edges in

B1. Edges of this matching cover are then inserted to buffer B2 and
we empty buffer B1, which will continue reading edges from the

stream again. In the mean time, whenever buffer B2 gets “full”, this
time meaning that it receives twice as many edges asMC(n,α ′), we
compute another α ′-matching cover using Matching-Cover, this
time over the edges in B2, pass them to buffer B3, and empty B2
which continues receiving edges from buffer B1. This process is
done the same way across all buffers until all edges of the stream

have passed (we prove buffer Bt never gets full so not having a

buffer Bt+1 is not a problem). At the end, we argue that the edges

that are remained across all buffers B1, . . . ,Bt at the end of the

stream form an α-matching cover of the input.

Algorithm 3. An algorithm for Proposition 6.1.

Input: A multi-graphG = (V , E) in the stream with n edges and

at mostm edges. We are also given integer k ⩾ 1 and approxi-

mation parameter α > 0, and access to the (offline) subroutine

Matching-Cover as specified in Proposition 6.1.

Output: An α-matching cover of G.

Parameters:We set t := (logk + 2) and α ′ := α/2k .

(i) Maintain the following buffers of edges B1, . . . ,Bt using
succinct dynamic dictionary of Proposition 3.8 (we specify

the details in Lemma 6.2):

(a) Buffer B1: add any arriving edge (u,v) arrives in

the stream to B1. Once size of B1 reaches m/k , run
Matching-Cover to find an α ′-matching-cover of the

subgraph (V ,B1) of G and add all those edges to B2.
Restart B1 by deleting all its current edges.

(b) Buffers Bi for i > 1: once size of Bi reaches 2·MC(n,α ′),
run Matching-Cover to find an α ′-matching-cover of

the subgraph (V ,Bi ) of G and add all those edges to

Bi+1
a
. Restart Bi by deleting all its current edges.

(ii) Return (B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bt ) at the end of the stream.

a
We will show in Claim 6.3 that this step never happens for buffer Bt , namely, it

never gets “full”, and thus the algorithm is well-defined even though there is no

buffer Bt+1 .

The analysis of the algorithm involves showing that: (i) fewer
and fewer edges find their way to higher-indexed buffers, (ii) the
repeated application ofMatching-Cover does not blow up the ap-

proximation guarantee by too much, and (iii) all this can be im-

plemented in a relatively small space. We now present the formal

algorithm and its analysis.

We start by analyzing the space complexity of Algorithm 3.

Lemma 6.2. Algorithm 3 can be implemented in space of

O

(
m

k
· log

(
n2 · k

m

)
+ t ·MC(n,α ′) · log

(
n2

MC(n,α ′)

))
.

We now prove the correctness of Algorithm 3. To do so, we need

the following definitions:

• LetH1

1
, . . . ,H1

k1
denote the k1 separate matching covers con-

structed by the algorithm over the edges of buffer B1, one for
each time that we restart B1. LetG

2
:= H1

1
∪ . . .∪H1

k1
denote

the graph that is sent to buffer B2 throughout the algorithm
(for notational convenience, we also define G1 = G as the

input graph, namely, the graph that is sent to buffer B1).
• For any i ∈ [2 : t −1], similarly, letH i

1
, . . . ,H i

ki
denote the ki

separate matching covers constructed by the algorithm over

the edges of buffer Bi . LetG
i+1

:= H i
1
∪ . . .∪H i

ki
denote the

graph that is sent to buffer Bi+1 throughout the algorithm.

We claim that the number of subgraphs at buffer Bi drops by a

factor of 2
i
compared to B1, and defer the proof to the full version.

Claim 6.3. For any i ∈ [t − 1], ki ⩽ k/2i−1 and kt = 0 meaning
that bucket Bt never generates a matching cover (namely, it never
gets full).

The following lemma captures the loss on the size of maximum

matching that the algorithm maintains from one buffer to the next

one. In other words, the cost we have to pay for introduction of

each level of buffers.

Lemma 6.4. For any i ∈ [t − 1] and any disjoint subsets of vertices
X ,Y ⊆ V ,

µ
(
(Gi+1 ∪ B

f
i ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ])

)
⩾

µ
(
(Gi ∪ B

f
i−1 ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ]

)
− ki · α

′ · n.

where Bfj for j ∈ [t] is the final content of the buffer at the end of the
stream.

Proof. Fix any i ∈ [t − 1] and a maximum matching M∗i of

(Gi ∪ B
f
i−1 ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ]. We construct a matching Mi+1 in

(Gi+1 ∪ B
f
i ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ] such that |Mi+1 | ⩾ |M∗i | − ki · δ · n.

This will then immediately implies the lemma. To continue we need

some more definition.

For any H i
j for j ∈ [ki ], let B

i
j denote the content of buffer Bi

when the algorithm creates H i
j . This way, H

i
j is a matching-cover

of (V ,Bij ). Moreover, Bi
1
, . . . ,Biki

together with B
f
i partition all the

edges that are ever sent to buffer Bi , namely, the graph Gi
. These

edges are also further disjoint from B
f
i−1, . . . ,B

f
1
since the latter set
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of edges were never sent to buffer Bi . We can partition the edges

ofM∗i between these sets and along the way define our matching

Mi+1 as well:

• For any j ∈ [ki ], let M
∗
i , j := M∗i ∩ B

i
j and Mi , j be the maxi-

mum matching in H i
j between X (M∗i , j ) and Y (M

∗
i , j ).

• For any i ′ ∈ [i], letM
∗,f
i′ := M∗i ∩B

f
i andM

f
i′ := M

∗,f
i′ which

is between X (M
∗,f
i′ ), Y (M

∗,f
i′ ).

• DefineMi+1 := M∗i ,1 ∪ · · · ∪M
∗
i ,ki
∪M

f
i ∪ · · · ∪M

f
i .

We note thatMi+1 is a matching between X and Y because the sets

of vertices X (M∗i , j ) and X (M∗i , j ) for j ∈ [ki ], as well as X (M
∗,f
i′ )

and Y (M
∗,f
i′ ) for i

′ ∈ [i] are all disjoint given they are defined with

respect to a fixed matchingM∗i over disjoint sets of edges. Moreover,

Mi+1 belongs to (G
i+1 ∪ B

f
i ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ] as H i

j is part ofG
i+1

for j ∈ [ki ]. It thus only remains to bound the size ofMi+1.

For all i ′ ∈ [i],M
f
i′ andM

∗,f
i′ are the same so there is nothing to

do here. For j ∈ [ki ], we have,

|Mi , j | =µ
(
H i
j [X (M

∗
i , j ),Y (M

∗
i , j )]

)
⩾µ

(
Bij [X (M

∗
i , j ),Y (M

∗
i , j )])

)
− α ′ · n

(as H i
j is a α

′
-matching-cover of Bij and by Definition 4.1)

=|M∗i , j | − α · n.

(asM∗i , j is a perfect matching in Bij between X (M∗i , j ) and Y (M
∗
i , j ))

Thus,

|Mi+1 | =

ki∑
j=1
|Mi , j | +

i∑
i′=1
|M

f
i′ |

⩾
ki∑
j=1
(|M∗i , j | − α

′ · n) +
i∑

i′=1
|M
∗,f
i′ |

=|M∗i | − ki · α
′ · n,

concluding the proof. □

We can now conclude the bound on the approximation ratio of

the algorithm.

Lemma 6.5. Algorithm 3 outputs an α -matching cover of any input
multi-graph G.

Proof. Recall that for every i ∈ [t], B
f
i denotes the final content

of the buffer Bi . Moreover by Claim 6.3, buffer Bt never gets full

and thus B
f
t = G

t
. Finally, the algorithm returns H := (B

f
1
, . . . ,B

f
t ).

Fix any disjoint sets of vertices X ,Y ⊆ V (G). We have,

µ(H [X ,Y ]) = µ
(
(B

f
t ∪ B

f
t−1 ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ]

)
(by the definition of H )

= µ
(
(Gt ∪ B

f
t−1 ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ]

)
(as B

f
t = G

t
)

⩾ µ
(
(Gt−1 ∪ B

f
t−2 ∪ . . . ∪ B

f
1
)[X ,Y ]

)
− kt−1 · α

′ · n

(by Lemma 6.4 for i = t − 1)

⩾ µ(G[X ,Y ]) −
t−1∑
i=1

ki · α
′ · n

(by repeatedly applying Lemma 6.4 for all i < t − 1 and since G1 = G)

⩾ µ(G) −
t−1∑
i=1
(k/2i−1) · α ′ · n

(by Claim 6.3, ki ⩽ k/2i−1)

⩾ µ(G) − 2k · α ′ · n
(by the sum of the geometric series)

= µ(G) − α · n. (by the choice of α ′ = α/2k)

This implies that for every disjoint subsets of vertices X ,Y ⊆ V (G),
we have µ(H [X ,Y ]) ⩾ µ(G[X ,Y ]) − α · n, thus making H an α-
matching cover of G by Definition 4.1. □

Proof of Proposition 6.1. The bound on the space complex-

ity of the algorithm follows from Lemma 6.2 by plugging the

value of α ′ = α/2k and t = logk + 1. The correctness follows

from Lemma 6.5. Finally, Algorithm 3 is deterministic modulo any

potential randomness used byMatching-Cover. □

6.2 A Streaming Matching Algorithm via
Regularity Lemma

We now use Proposition 6.1 together with our Theorem 1 to for-

malize Result 1 as follows.

Theorem 3 (Formalization of Result 1). There is a randomized
single-pass streaming algorithm that with high probability computes
a (1 − o(1))-approximate matching of a graph presented in a stream
with adversarial order of edge arrivals in n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1) space and
polynomial time.

Proof. Note that, to apply Proposition 6.1, we need a subroutine

Matching-Cover for computing an (α/2k)-matching cover (for pa-

rametersα andk to be determined soon) on anyn-vertex graphwith
n2/k edges. Theorem 1 provides such an algorithm with parameters

(α/2k) =
1

(log∗ n)δ1
and MC(n,α/2k) =

n2

(log∗ n)δ2
,

for some absolute constants δ1, δ2 ∈ (0, 1). Let α = 1/(log∗ n)3δ1/4

and k = 1

2
· (log∗ n)δ1/4, which satisfies the conditions above. More-

over, by Proposition 3.4, we can implement Algorithm 1 of Theo-

rem 1 in polynomial time and spaceO((n2/k)·logk) = n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1),
given only adjacency matrix access to its input graph. This way,

by Proposition 6.1, we obtain a single-pass streaming algorithm

that with high probability computes an α-matching cover in space

n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1).

The main algorithm in the theorem is as follows. We store the

first 2n2/k edges in the stream using succinct dynamic dictionary

of Proposition 3.8 in n2/(log∗ n)Ω(1) space. In parallel, we also run

the algorithm mentioned above to obtain an α-matching cover of

G. The space complexity and polynomial runtime of the algorithm

is thus already established.

We now prove the correctness. If µ(G) ⩽ n/k , then by Fact 3.1,

we have stored all edges of the graph and thus at the end can
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simply return a maximum matching of the stored edges; to do so,

we simply run Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [56] by providing it with

the adjacency matrix of the stored edges using member query on

the succinct dynamic dictionary (which only requires O(n logn)
additional space beside the input). Thus, in this case, we obtain an

exact maximum matching of the input graph.

If µ(G) > n/k , then we can pick X and Y in the definition of

matching cover output by the algorithm of Proposition 6.1 to be

the endpoints of the maximum matching of G, and have,

µ(H ) ⩾ µ(G) − α · n ⩾ (1 − α · k) · µ(G) = (1 − 1/(log∗ n)δ1/2)µ(G),

which is (1 − o(1)) · µ(G) as desired. This concludes the proof. □

6.3 A Streaming Matching Algorithm via RS
Graph Upper Bounds

We formalize Result 3 as follows in this subsection (RS(n, β) below
was defined in Definition 3.6).

Theorem 4 (Formalization of Result 3). There exists an ab-
solute constant η > 0 such that the following is true. There is a ran-
domized single-pass streaming algorithm that for any 1 ⩽ k ⩽ n and
ε ∈ (0, 1/100), with high probability, computes a (1 − ε)-approximate
matching of a graph presented in a stream with adversarial order of
edge arrivals in exponential time and space

O
(n2
k
·log2 k+RS(n,η·ε2/k)·log

(
n2

RS(n,η · ε2/k)

)
·log2 k ·log (k/ε)

)
.

Moreover, the algorithm can return an additive ε · n approximation
deterministically in exponential time and space

O
(n2
k
· logk + RS(n, ε/16k) · log

(
n2

RS(n, ε/16k)

)
· logk · log (k/ε)

)
.

Roughly speaking, by ignoring lower order terms and in asymp-

totic notation, Theorem 4 gives a streaming algorithm for (1−o(1))-
approximation of matchings in a single pass with adversarial order

of edge arrivals using essentially (n2/k + RS(n,o(1/k))) space for
any integer k ⩾ 1.

Before proving Theorem 4, let us present a corollary of this

theorem with concrete bounds on the space by using Fox’s triangle

removal lemma (Proposition 3.5) to bound the RS-graph density

terms in Theorem 4 (this appears to be the only known method for

bounding density of RS graphs with o(n)-size induced matchings;

moreover, we are not aware of any reference that bounds the density

of the type of RS graphs we need, thus we present a proof of that

here also for completeness).

Corollary 6.6. There is a deterministic single-pass streaming algo-
rithm that computes a (1 − o(1))-approximate matching of a graph
presented in a stream with adversarial order of edge arrivals in
n2/2Ω(log

∗ n) space and exponential time.

We defer the proof of this corollary to the full version. To con-

tinue, we need to recall some additional tools from prior work.

specific specific to our algorithms in this subsection.

6.3.1 Additional Tools from Prior Work.

Matching covers via RS graphs. Goel et al. [50] showed that

matching covers and RS graphs are intimately connected: on bi-

partite graphs, the density of best construction for either can be

bounded by the density of other one for closely related parameters.

We need this result for general graphs as well which follows from

the result of [50] using a simple argument
6
.

Proposition 6.7 (an extension of [50, Theorem 9.2] to general

graphs). For any α ∈ (0, 1) and n ⩾ 1, there exists an α-matching
cover of any n-vertex graph with number of edges bounded by

MC(n,α) ⩽ RS(n,α/8) ·O(log (1/α)).

Proof. The result of [50] is formally as follows (to match the

definitions in our paper, our formulation is slightly different from

the statements in [50] but they are equivalent):

[50, Theorem 9.2]: For any bipartite graph G ′ = (L′,R′, E ′) with
n vertices on each side and α ′ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a subgraphH ′

with RS(2n, 3α ′/4) ·O(log(1/α ′)) edges such that for any disjoint
subsets of vertices X ⊆ L′ and Y ⊆ R′,

µ(H ′[X ,Y ]) ⩾ µ(G ′[X ,Y ]) − α ′ · (2n).

We now use this to prove the bound for general graphs as well.

Let G = (V , E) be any (not necessarily bipartite) graph. Consider

the bipartite double cover of G obtained by copying vertices of G
twice into sets V1 and V2 and connecting any vertex u1 ∈ V1 to

v2 ∈ V2 iff (u,v) is an edge in G. Let G ′ denote this graph and so

G ′ is a bipartite graph with n vertices on each side.

Compute an α ′-matching cover H ′ of this bipartite graph using

Theorem 9.2 of [50] for parameter α ′ = α/2 (for α given to us

in the proposition statement). Thus, H ′ contains RS(2n, 3α ′/4) ·
O(log(1/α ′)) edges. Create a subgraph H (not necessarily bipartite)

on the same vertices as G by adding the edges (u,v) to H iff either

(u1,v2) or (v1,u2)was an edge inH
′
. This way, the number of edges

in H will be at most

RS(2n, 3α ′/4) ·O(log (1/α ′)) ⩽ RS(n,α ′/4) ·O(log (1/α ′)),

where the inequality is by Claim 3.7 that relates density of RS graphs

with similar parameters.

We now argue that H is an α-matching cover of G. Fix any

disjoint subsets of verticesX ,Y inG . ConsiderX1 ⊆ V1 andY2 ⊆ V2
corresponding to these two subsets over vertices of G ′ (and H ′):

µ(H ′[X1,Y2]) ⩾ µ(G ′[X1,Y2]) − α
′ · (2n)

(by Definition 4.1 as H ′ is an α-matching cover of G ′)

⩾ µ(G[X ,Y ]) − α ′ · (2n),

as by the construction of G ′ any edge (u,v) ∈ G[X ,Y ] also has

a copy (u1,v2) ∈ G
′[X1,Y2] and thus µ(G ′[X1,Y2]) ⩾ µ(G[X ,Y ]).

Moreover, sinceX andY are disjoint, the endpoints of the maximum

matching in H ′[X1,Y2] are disjoint from each other; thus, they are

mapped to unique edges in H also between X and Y , implying that

µ(H [X ,Y ]) = µ(H ′[X1,Y2]) ⩾ µ(G[X ,Y ]) − 2α ′ · n.

6
We can in fact prove this result with better bounds nearly matching those of [50]

using a white-box application of the techniques in [50]; however, since the actual

constants do not matter for our application in this paper, we opted for the simpler and

more direct proof that uses the result of [50] in a black-box way.
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Noting that α ′ = α/2 in the above equations, concludes the proof.

□

Vertex-sparsification for matchings. We also use the reduc-

tions of Assadi et al. [16] and Chitnis et al. [39] for reducing the

number of vertices while preserving maximum matching size ap-

proximately. The original versions of the reductions in these work

only achieved constant probability of success and boost this to a

high probability bound by applying it Θ(logn) times in parallel. In

our setting, we cannot afford this direct success amplification. Thus,

we instead use the following variant proven by Assadi et al. [15]

that achieves a high success probability directly.

Proposition 6.8 ([15, Lemma 3.8]; see also [16, 39]). For any graph
G = (V , E), integer opt ⩾ 1, and parameter θ ∈ (0, 1), uniformly at
random pick a functionh : V → [8·opt/θ ]. Consider this multi-graph
H = (VH , EH ) obtained from G and h:

• VH is the range of the function of h, thus |VH | = 8 · opt/θ .

• For any edge (u,v) ∈ G, there is an edge (h(u),h(v)) ∈ EH .

If µ(G) ⩽ opt, then,

Pr

h

(
µ(H ) < (1 − θ ) · µ(G)

)
⩽ exp

(
−
µ(G)

4

)
.

6.3.2 Proof of Theorem 4. We now use these prior tools combined

with our Proposition 6.1 to prove Theorem 4. Recall that Proposi-

tion 6.1 returns an α-matching cover which can only guarantee an

additive approximation not a multiplicative one. Thus, we first use

the vertex-sparsification of Proposition 6.8 to reduce the number

of vertices inG toO(µ(G))—by guessing µ(G) in geometric values—

so that an additive approximation also becomes a multiplicative

one. We then use Proposition 6.7 to compute the matching covers

in Algorithm 3 of Proposition 6.1.

Algorithm 4. The randomized algorithm in Theorem 4.

Input:A graphG = (V , E) in the streamwithn edges and at most(n
2

)
edges. We are also given integer k ⩾ 1 and approximation

parameter ε ∈ (0, 1) as in Theorem 4.

Output: A (1 − ε)-approximate maximum matching of G.

(i) For i = 1 to t := logk iterations in parallel:

(a) Let opti := n/2i+1 and pick a hash function hi : V →
[32 · opti/ε].

(b) Consider the multi-graph Gi obtained from G and hi
using Proposition 6.8; each edge of G arriving in the

stream can be mapped to an edge of Gi using hi .
(c) Run Algorithm 3 on Gi with parameters k and α =

ε2/64 andm =
(n
2

)
to obtain an α-matching cover Hi .

We use the matching cover construction of Proposi-

tion 6.7 as the subroutineMatching-Cover (as specified
in Claim 6.9 below).

(ii) Store the first n2/k edges of the stream using succinct

dynamic dictionary of Proposition 3.8 as the subgraph H0.

(iii) Return a maximum matching in H0 ∪H1 ∪ . . .∪Ht (spec-

ified in Claim 6.9 below).

We bound the space and approximation of Algorithm 4 in the fol-

lowing two claims, respectively.

Claim 6.9. Algorithm 4 (deterministically) requires space of

O(
n2

k
· log2 k+RS(n,

ε2

1024k
) · log

(
n2

RS(n, ε2/1024k)

)
· log2 k · log

k

ε
).

Claim 6.10. Algorithm 4 outputs a (1 − ε)-approximate matching
with high probability.

Proof. Suppose first that µ(G) ⩽ n/2k . By Fact 3.1, G in this

case has at most 2n · µ(G) ⩽ n2/k edges. Thus, in step (ii) of the
algorithm, we are simply storing all edges and thus the algorithm

returns an exact answer.

Now suppose µ(G) > n/2k . This means that there is an index

i ∈ [t] such that
n

2
i+1 ⩽ µ(G) < n

2
i . For this choice of i , we have

opti ⩽ µ(G) < 2·opti (and µ(G) > n2/2k ⩾ n/2). By Proposition 6.8
for θ = ε/2 and opt = 2 · opti > µ(G), and hi : V → [32opti/ε], we

have, Prhi (µ(Gi ) < (1 − ε/2) · µ(G)) ⩽ exp

(
−
µ(G)
4

)
≪ 1/poly(n),

where we used that fact 32opti/ε = 8 · opt/θ . We condition on the

complement of this event which happens with high probability.

Based on this, we further have that ni := |V (Gi )| =
32

ε · opti ⩽
32

ε · µ(G). Since Hi is an α-matching cover ofGi , by letting X and Y
in Definition 4.1 to be the endpoints of themaximummatching ofGi ,

we have, µ(Hi ) ⩾ µ(Gi )−α ·ni ⩾ (1−ε/2)·µ(G)−(ε2/64)· 32ε ·µ(G) =
(1− ε) · µ(G). Thus, returning the maximum matching of Hi as part

of H0 ∪ . . . ∪ Ht achieves a (1 − ε)-approximation. □

Theorem 4 for randomized case now follows from Claims 6.9

and 6.10. For the deterministic part with additive approximation

guarantee, we simply forgo guessing µ(G) as well as using vertex-

sparsification of Proposition 6.8 at all; instead, we just run Algo-

rithm 3 over the entire input and use Proposition 6.7, the same way

as above exactly, as the subroutine Matching-Cover for computing

an α-matching cover. Since we now only need an additive ε · n
guarantee, we can take α = ε directly which implies the improved

bounds on the space as well.
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